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In [l] Birget studied the expansion Si and proved that if S is a finite semigroup, 
then $2 is finite. The techniques introduced in the proof have wider applications 
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(see [2]), but the resulting proof was lengthy and complicated. A much shorter proof 
can be obtained by observing that the map 92 -S satisfies the conditions of 
Brown’s theorem, which directly implies that Si is finite if S is finite. 
Brown’s Theorem. Let h : X-S be a surjective morphism between semigroups. 
Suppose S is locally finite (meaning: every finitely generated subsemigroup of S is 
finite), and suppose that for each idempotent e of S: h-‘(e) is locally finite. Then 
X is also locally finite. 
(So, if in addition X is finitely generated then X is finite.) 0 
For a proof, see [3] or [8]. 
We will apply Brown’s Theorem to the case where S is a finite semigroup generat- 
ed by a finite set of generators A c S, and where X=SJ (also finitely generated, 
by A). 
In general (even for an infinite semigroup S), ST is defined as the projective 
limit (within the category of semigroups generated by a given set of generators A) 
of the chain of surjective morphisms 
... _ ($_ (& ($-I_ . . . _S,_ S;_s 1; 
See [l] for details. 
Let us now assume that S is finite (hence locally finite), so Si is finitely generat- 
ed. We still must show that for every idempotent e of S, h-‘(e) is locally finite 
(where h denotes the surmorphism 32 -S). This follows from the following two 
facts: 
Fact 1. The map h : sA+ -+ S has the property that for every idempotent e of S: 
h-‘(e) is a band (i.e. a semigroup consisting only of idempotents). 
Fact 2. Every finitely generated band is finite. 0 
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For a proof of Fact 2 (which is a classical theorem) see e.g. [5, pp. 300-303 
(especially Corollary 3.91. 
Let us prove Fact 1. 
Proof of Fact 1. We will use the classical properties of the Rhodes expansions (see 
[l] or [6] or [4]): 
The morphisms sj++S and sL A - S have the property that the inverse image of 
an idempotent e of S is a band (in 3: respectively 3;). The proof is a simple com- 
putation. 
By induction this implies that the morphisms from 
-L 
(-R) 
G , 
( :kIn 
resp. S, , 
(-R)* resp (& 
resp.Sk, . , 
onto S (for n 10) also have that property (namely that the inverse image of an idem- 
potent of S is a band). 
Consider now the morphism h : 92 -S. The inverse image under h of an 
idempotent e of S consists of elements of si of the form (... ,sm+ i,s,, . . . , e), (in- 
finite sequence in the projective limit), where each s, (m > 0) belongs to some 
-L 
( -R)n -L c-R) -L 
sA or SA , 
and s, is the image of its predecessor s, + , . In particular each s, belongs to the in- 
verse image of e under some map from 
-L 
(-R)” ( -R>n 
3; or 3” 
onto S. Hence each s, is an idempotent. It follows that the sequence (... ,s,+ i, 
s,, ..*, e) is the projective limit g,$ is an idempotent. q 
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